Interpretation of conservative forces from Stokesian dynamic simulations of interfacial and confined colloids.
This paper presents Stokesian dynamics simulations of experiments involving one or two charged colloids near either a single charged wall or confined between parallel charged walls. Equilibrium particle-particle and particle-wall interactions are interpreted from dynamic particle trajectories in simulations involving (1) a single particle levitated above a wall, (2) two particles below a wall, and (3) two particles confined between two parallel walls. By specifying only repulsive electrostatic Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) potentials and including multibody hydrodynamics, we successfully recover expected potentials in some cases, while anomalous attraction is observed in other cases. Attraction inferred in the latter simulations displays quantitative agreement with literature measurements when particle dynamics are interpreted using reported analyses. Because anomalous attraction is reproduced in simulations using only electrostatic repulsive DLVO potentials, our results reveal the one-dimensional analyses to be invalid for configurations that are inherently multidimensional via multibody hydrodynamics. Parameters related to experimental sampling of particle dynamics are also found to be critical for obtaining accurate potentials. We explain the anomalous attraction in each experiment using effective potentials, which can be employed in an a priori fashion to assist the confident design of future experiments involving interfacial and confined colloids. Ultimately, our findings reveal the importance of dimensionality and multibody hydrodynamics for understanding nonequilibrium dynamics of colloids near surfaces.